Chev blower

They're low-tech, outdated, and require a big hole in the hood that some feel is just passe. So
what? A Roots supercharger is also proven for a massive kick in the torque curve, and with a
GMC or , you're failing if you don't see a 30 to 50 percent power increase with just that single
bolt-on. So, when we ran thin on external bolt-ons for our Every Trick in the Book test mule, we
couldn't help but notice that our trusty Weiand was collecting dust on the shop shelf. Goofing
off with the huffer proved more interesting than we thought. It's totally tame, and output is a
decent lb-ft at 4, rpm and hp at 5, rpm through open headers. The advertised compression ratio
of the ZZ is 9. That's borderline for boost on pump gas, but as we proved, this thing can run
hard on Rockett Brand 93 octane. The blower's rotors are hard anodized and Teflon-stripped by
The Blower Shop, a modification that helps seal the rotors to the case to make more boost with
less rotor speed. See a complete story on this in the Aug. The manifold-to-head-port mismatch
is hideous, but it works. Finally, the blower kit is designed to work with a short-water pump. We
retarded the ignition timing from 39 degrees naturally aspirated to 31 degrees total for the
boost. Our first whack with the used a tooth pulley on the top and a 54 on the bottom for a drive
ratio of 0. We think it would run there forever, but to make sure that anyone could duplicate this
combo with any premium pump gas, we swapped to a smaller tooth lower pulley to reduce the
blower-drive ratio to 0. This reduced boost to 6. That's lb-ft and hp better than naturally
aspirated. To duplicate that power on pump gas without a blower, you'd typically have to build a
ci Rat motor, and it wouldn't be as driveable or have nearly as stout of a torque curve. Cam
Swap We've fought valve float with hydraulic roller cams on the ZZ since day one, and boost on
the backside of the intake valves sure doesn't help, so we finally solved it with a
mechanical-roller camshaft. He called Comp Cams and gave them the lobe numbers of the cam
that didn't fit, plus information about when and how badly the valves hit the pistons. The
company used that information to computer-model a custom cam that would fit. The result used
a number lobe on both the intake and exhaust, and the specs are in the chart above. We used
Comp valvesprings installed at a height of 1. However, the new cam threw away a pound to 1.
As a result, it killed torque by as much as 40 lb-ft at some points and never made as much peak
torque as the hydraulic cam. The power increase was only above 5, rpm, since letting the engine
rev allowed it to make more boost: 7. We've seen several cases of making more power with less
boost when airflow through the engine increases. Boost is a measure of restriction, so reducing
that restriction often increases power and decreases indicated boost we found exactly that with
the header and rocker-arm tests seen in the chart. In the case of this cam, the specs look only
slightly bigger, but the ramp rates of the solid roller are much more aggressive than the
hydraulic's. Even with the wider lobe displacement angle on the solid, the total window of valve
overlap is bigger on the solid. This likely led to more boost bleed-off out the exhaust, so
low-rpm power dropped. For a street-rod or musclecar engine on the street, it seems as if the
XRHR hydraulic roller is the ticket as long as you can keep the rpm below 5, For a race
application with a loose converter, our solid-roller combo would certainly be faster. How would
these two cams perform naturally aspirated? We'll learn that and more in coming months. Close
Ad. Big-Block Chevy Blower - ! Take Your Pick. David Freiburger writer. Click here for the
blower dyno chart. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. The most popular crate motor ever
produced, GM's ZZ4 is lazy by today's standards. Many hot rodders have bolted them into their
rides but wish the combo had more get-up-and-go. Working with HOT ROD associate Ed Taylor,
the goal was to achieve big-block power levels with a small-block motor, retaining daily
driveability while not overstressing the stock bottom end. The Magnuson's high-helix rotor
design makes it much more efficient than classic GMC-derived series Roots blowers. At best,
those old 71s are about 50 to 55 percent efficient; by contrast, the latest Magnuson design is
around 65 percent efficient. Greater efficiency not only means less parasitic power losses and
less heat buildup inside the case, but it also translates into higher boost at a lower rpm for a
given drive ratio. In fact, Magnusons achieve full boost as low as 2, rpm. Combine the high-helix
rotors with Magnuson's unique vacuum bypass valve, and it only takes about half a horsepower
to run a Magnuson down the road; a GMC blower wastes at least 15 to 20 hp under the same
conditions. TFS supplies the blower with a complete installation kit. Unless otherwise stated, all
quoted parts prices are as of December from Summit Racing. Add the suffix "P" to the basic
part number for extra-cost polishing. Carburetor And Ignition All testing was conducted on
Magnuson Products' SuperFlow dyno using octane pump gas metered by a Holley cfm
supercharger carb. Unlike a normally aspirated engine, a forced-induction motor constantly
sees vacuum under the carburetor due to suction generated by rotor rotation within the blower
case -so on a standard Holley, the normal vacuum-referenced power valve never opens, causing
a lean condition under heavy-throttle conditions. The special Holley supercharger carbs have
reworked internal passages that reference the power valve to a vacuum source beneath the
supercharger's rotors; under heavy accel-eration or wide-open-throttle conditions, the power

valve sees boost and opens as it should because there's no vacuum holding it closed. TFS
Cylinder Heads Trick Flow Specialties aluminum small-block Chevy heads are available with a
choice of combustion chamber sizes, valvespring options, and machining for either classic
perimeter or late-model center-bolt valve covers. Last month's normally aspirated tests ran TFS
heads with 64cc chambers and a special thin Fel-Pro head gasket to bring compression in at By
contrast, supercharged engines push fuel through the motor under positive pressure, so a
strong signal to the carburetor isn't as critical. For these reasons, supercharged applications
prefer wide-LSA cams degrees or more. When it finally becomes time to scavenge the exhaust
on a supercharged motor, to prevent excessive pumping losses, the higher mixture charge
density needs a little help. Since we don't want to narrow the LSA, the solution is a dual-pattern
cam with at least 6 degrees more exhaust duration. Keeping these principles in mind, we
initially tried two Comp Cams hydraulic roller cams in the ZZ4 that it was thought would work
well with a supercharger. EFI engines don't need strong signals like normally aspirated
carbureted engines do, plus decent idle vacuum helps ease tuning problems on systems relying
on a manifold absolute pressure MAP sensor. The XFI profiles are Comp's latest-tech, quickest
streetable cams yet, even faster off the seat than its Xtreme Energy profiles. We felt the
wide-LSA but quick-opening lobes would work well with a supercharger, helping it develop max
boost levels as quickly as possible. The blower was set up with an optional 3. Running 28
degrees total advance with No. Output jumped to The engine made more than lb-ft from 3,
through 4, rpm and more than hp from 4, through 6, rpm. This cam idled smoothly at to rpm with
19 inches of vacuum but fell off on the top end. It should make an easy driver in a docile street
rod with a stock torque converter and will easily support all vacuum-dependent power
accessories and brake boosters Still, with a 3. On the top end, adding duration raised top-end
power, but at the expense of losses below 4, rpm. Peak torque occurred rpm higher, where
However, the engine gained nearly 12 hp at 6, rpm, a rpm-higher power peak than previously. It
made more than hp from 4, rpm on up and more than hp above 5, rpm. Overall area under the
curve was about the same for both cams. On the downside, despite its wide LSA, this cam had a
choppy idle and did not want to idle less than 1, rpm. Idle vacuum was only 10
inches-insufficient for operating power brakes. This cam sounds cool, but it won't have the
milder grind's driveability. You'd really need at least a 2,stall converter to make it work with an
automatic trans. Comp Custom Cam Based on the initial results, we decided the best
compromise was to split the difference between the first two cams and come up with something
with 0. Since the cam would be ground to order anyway, we specified a degree LSA to further
enhance supercharger performance and maintain idle stability. Actual 0. The new grind proved
to be just what the doctor ordered. It outperformed the mild baseline cam at most rpm points
from 3, rpm up. The engine pounded out hp at 6, rpm and should melt the pavement with lb-ft on
tap at 4, rpm. The cam idled cleanly with a slight rump at to rpm, where it was able to generate
14 inches of vacuum, sufficient to operate power brakes. With good torque and power, a wide
powerband, and respectable idle vacuum, this would be the cam of choice with a 2,stall
converter. This technology has been in use since the Second World War, where it gave Allied
fighters a boost in air combat maneuvering, but for ground vehicles it has really come into its
own in recent years with the advent of effective, low-cost, electronic controls. Injecting alcohol
which is a high-octane fuel in its own right instead of water combines the virtues of charge
cooling, detonation suppression, and additional power potential. You can use ethanol, isopropyl
drugstore alcohol, windshield wiper fluid, or methanol for the alcohol half of the mix, but
methanol offers the greatest power potential. One of the leaders in high-tech alcohol injection
systems is Snow Performance. Not wanting to risk blowing the stock cast hypereutectic pistons
out of the stock ZZ4 short-block it was on temporary loan to HOT ROD, courtesy of a local street
rodder , Taylor conservatively added just 1 psi more boost via a 3. With the custom Comp cam,
Snow's injection was worth about 19 hp and On average between 3, and 6, rpm, the extra timing
and boost broadened the output by 22 hp and What We Learned Based on these initial results,
Taylor estimates that with more fail-safe forged pistons and still running pump gas, a Snow
system should permit running up to 12 psi and 34 to 35 degrees of lead, yielding hp or more
while still retaining full driveability. You won't need a tiny converter, you won't chew up the
valvetrain, and if you want, you can cruise from L. Click here for the Comp Cams grind
specifications. Front-Drive Options There are a number of popular options for setting up the
front blower drive and accessories. The basic setup used for these tests is the standard six-rib
micro-V belt and extra crankshaft pulley included in the TFS kit. It works with the original
conventional V-belt that drives the accessories see this article's lead shot. Another solution is
GM Performance Parts' everything-in-one-box front-drive setup. There is also a kit without air
conditioning PN that replaces the missing compressor with an extra idler. TFS makes a kit that
works with the GM setup. Close Ad. Marlan Davis writer Ed Taylor photographer. Click here for
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